SSP Series Antenna Part Numbers

Super SKY Probes Series

SSP58F(MK2)-01

MK2 is telescopic
MK3 is Titanium alloy whip
MK4 is short flex whip
MK5 is flex UHF 1/2 wave

-01 is BNC(M)
-02B is special for BK
-05 is TNC(M)
-10A is Motorola XTS series
-12A is BK P150s

Note: the specified center frequency is sometimes added as /F in Mhz; as in above example would be:
SSP58F(MK2)-01/170
for a 170 Mhz frequency.

58F is VHF hi-band half wave
18F is VHF 1/8th wave
58U is UHF half wave